Detection of Changes in Surgical Difficulty: Evidence From Pupil Responses.
Assessing the workload of surgeons requires technology to continuously monitor surgeons' behaviors without interfering with their performance. We investigated the feasibility of using eye-tracking to reveal surgeons' response to increasing task difficulty. A controlled study was conducted in a simulated operating room, where 14 subjects were required to perform a laparoscopic procedure that includes 9 subtasks. The subtasks could be divided into 3 types with different levels of task difficulty, calculated by the index of task difficulty (ID) proposed by Fitts in 1954. Pupillary responses of subjects in performing the procedure were recorded using Tobii eye-tracking equipment. Peak pupil dilation and movement time were compared between subtasks with different IDs as well as between fast moving and slow aiming phases within each subtask. When the task difficulty was increased, task completion time increased. Meanwhile, the subjects' peak pupil size also increased. As the entire procedure was performed continuously, we found that pupil responses were not only affected by the ID in the current subtask but also influenced by subtasks before and after. Decomposing a surgical procedure into meaningful subtasks and examining the surgeon's pupil response to each subtask enables us to identify the challenging steps within a continuous surgical procedure. Psychomotor evidence on surgeon's performance may lead to an innovation for designing a task-specific training curriculum.